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The t o! Cung in Training Tosks
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auditory detection task were compared. The methods all represent
different means of providing the tk-ainee monitor with supple-ment iry-

K information about the input aignals and/or the adequacy o' his
responses~.

Trhe first method, called cuing, proved superior. Thte third
method, knowledge of results, althougn the paradigm for motor
respanale, learning, was less effectiv~e ini this perceptual task. In
general it would appear tha trainee needs extra information about
the signal rather tOhan about hi2 response as suc~h.

Diffe-cences in training method show up particularly in the
rate et which commissive errv-ra, false positive rer--onses, are
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FOREWORD

Purpose

Modern training methods are rooted in rjpproaches developed by the
research and findings of learning theorists. Improving performance on
information proces~iing, particularly in the area of the monitoring of
perceptual tasks, :.nvolves the sifting and synthesia of human factors

with laws of learnxng. The problem of signal discrimination appears
beset by unique coriplexities, emphasizing the need for more effective
training in areas of sensing and communication systems. The present
method generally exposes the trainee to a signal and provides him with
information as to ;'ts characteristics after he has had an opportunity to

respond, overtly or otherwise. This knowledge of results approach is the
classical means for providing feedback as a vehicle for stimulating
learning, but recent investigations have indicated that under certain
conditions perceptual learning may respond more effectively to cuing or
guidance. The present research has been undertaken to study the relative
influence of these approaches on the learning of signal detection and to
analyze whatever findings emerge in terms of their implications for
training operational personnel.

Results

"in the critical experiment subjects were trained to identify an
auditory signal under five different conditions: Group I was trained by
a yellow light flash just preceding the signal (full cuing). Croup II
received a blue light flash after each signal regardless of response
(retrospective cuing). Group III received information as to correctness
immediately after each response (contingent KR). Croup IV had the first

signal cued, and thereafter any signal after a missed signal was cued
(partial feedback cuing). Group V combined the conditions for Groups
III and IV (partial feedback cuing and contingent KR). In general,
Groups I, II, and V showed significant improvement as the result of
training, whereas Groups III and IV failed to better their responses.

Of significance is the finding that the cued subjects, while increasing
correct detections also decreased the number of false responses (com-
missive errors). On the other hand those trained with KR increased both
correct and false responses. On the basis of this exploratory experi-
mentation, it appears that cuing techniques may prove valuable in train-
ing for tasks requiring perceptual discriminations.

Implications

The development of training approaches in the areas of detection
and countermeasures has been concerned primarily with the stimulus, its
level of simulation and method of presentation. This study has attacked
the problem in terms of the human as an information processor, concen-
trating on what conditions of feedback provide the most effective means
for enhancing learning. This could lead to better training, in less
time and for less cost, for sonar and radar operators as well as those

i
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engaged in countermeasures and the vast field of monitoring. This

initial effort has already provided insights in vigilance decrement and

has pointed out potentially valuable areas for further exploration.

Morton A. Bertin, Ph. D.
Project Psychologist
U. S. Naval Training Device Center
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(9 INTRODUCTION

"Knowledge of results is knowledge which an individual or group
receives relating to the outcome of a response or group of responses."
This definition was given by Annett (1961). Essentially the know-
ledge comes after the response to which it relates since it is an
outcome. The information can only be used in controlling or producing
a subsequent response. $y contrast, cuing can be defined as the pro-
vision of stimulus information before or during a response such that
the response is made more effective or more likely to occur than would
be the case without such information. As a simple illustration, if a
subject detects or fails to detect a signal and is informed some time
(even a very short time) later, this information is knowledge of
results. If, on the other hand, he is to.d some time before the signal
arrives that it will come at some indicated time and place and his res-
ponse is partly or wholly determined by this information, this informa-
tion is a cue. Despite the variety of tasks and the variety of ways in
which KR or cues can be given there is some point in defining and juxta-
posing these two techniques. Both are commonly used by instructors yet
only the former has much theoretical support. The Law of Effect
proclaims the effectiveness of knowledge of results as a training
technique putting the major burden of the learning process Crn events
occurring after a response. Techniques of cuing, sometimes referred
to as "guidance" or as "action feedback" do not have a well-developed
rationale and, in so far as they have been investigated at all, seem to
be less effective. Miller (1953) and Annett (1961) give detailed dis-t, ~cussions of the problems and slummaries of the literature.

The term "cuing" and the techniques associated with it have come
back into use recently in connection with teaching machines and pro-
grammed instruction. Whilst the emphasis in Skinner's system has
always been on providing knowledge of rnsults, teaching programmes make
liberal use of cuing techniques to ensure that the correct response is
made and so can be reinforced. Cuing is treated pragmatically whilst
knowledge of results (or reinforcement) is given pride of place in the
theory. Cuing techniques, demonstrably necessary in programmed
instruction and used, despite the eccentricities of learning theory,
by practising teache:s, clearly need proper examination. Such
techniques are of concern to the designers of training devices since
provision for cuing or KR may be built into a device. This can have
the great advantage of standardising known best methods of instruction
and so simplify the task of the instructor as well as the trainee.
Information on the relative merits of these training techniques can
have a direct effect on the design of training devices.

Soone Exr.eriments on Cuing

The present study is an attempt to provide some basic data on 'uing
as a training technique for monitoring tasks, and springs from some
earlier observations by one of the authors (Annett, 1959) in which cuing
"las found to be effective, sometimes more effective than KR in training
for perceptual tasks.

I'1.
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These observations will be briefly described since they are not
avai•able in published form.

The first experiment was to train the subject to report accurately
the number of dots scattered over a white field illuminated tachisto-
scopically. Up to 50 dots were exposed and accuracy of reporting was
measured,before and after training lasting one hour. During training
one group was required to guess the number of dots and was then told
the actual nwmber. This procedure was taken to be a form of knowledge
of results. The cued training group was simply told how many dots
would be shown just before each presentation and were not required to
guess. For both these groups test trials, with no information given,
were alternated with training trials. The third, a control group was
simply tested for the same number of trials without information.
Briefly, and perhaps not surprisingly, both cuing and KR groups
improved about equally in reduction of both constant error and variable
error.

In a second experiment the subjectts task was to detect gaps in
Landolt C's shown tachistoscopical.y. The gaps were graded large to
small plus one complete circle and gaps could be either at 3 o'clock or
at 9 o'clock. Subjects simply had to report, "left," "right" or "no
gap." A KR group was told right or wrong after each guess and another
group given only a summary score after each set of 20 guesses. A
"simultaneous cuing" group was shown all ri.ght hand gaps against a red
background and all left hand gaps against a green background and was
informed of this colour coding. A fourth group was shown larger than
normal gaps and a control group practised with standard Landolt C's
without cuing or KR. The simultaneous cuing group improved more than
the other group3. Comparison of the third and fourth groups is of
interest since in both cases the task was made less difficult for the
training sessions. The cuing technique, however, left the ess.;ntial
stimulus dimension (size of gap) unchanged and reduced difficulty by
providing auxiliary information. It is worth noting that in some of
the earlier work on *guidance" relevant aspects of the task were
changed rather than modified by additional information. For example,
blocking off blind alloys in the maze alters just that aspect of the
task which the animal needs to learn about.

This point is also a feature of the third experiment of which the
present work is a continuation. This was an auditory monitoring task
in which the subject had to detect near threshold pips (1000 cps tone
lasting 50 msec.) against a background of white noise. By manipula-
ting signal intensity pretraining performance was set at near chnce
level for correct detections. In test and training trials signals
were randomised with respect to time. One group was then trained on
KR cornsisting of a light flash 1.5 second after each signal which
indicated a correct detection or a missed signal, depending on whether
the subject had responded, and no flash after a response indicated a
false positive. This conditicn gave full KR. A second group was
given IM in t! e forir, of a summary score at the end of' each 5 rmiinute
training session. A third group received a light flash half a second
before the onset of each signal on the trainirg trials. This cue was
10C reliable and there were no catch trials but only a subsequent
uncued test trial. A fourth Sroup had neither coes nor KR but on the

I..
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training trials the ,ioise level was reduced such that a high proportion
Of tUe signals was detected. A fifth group: received no special
Lrainirc. The experiment was conducted in nine five minute sevsions
with short rest pauses between. For the first six sessions test and
training trials alternated concluding with three test trials. "The
cuirit; group showed the greatest improvement. The remaining groups did
not differ significantly from the control group on the final test trials.

In these studies there is a definite indication that (a) cuing is a
feasible technique for training in tasks of a perceptual nature includ-
ing monitoring tasks and that (b) knowledge of results, as traditionally
conceived, is not necessarily the only or the best training teehnique.
"' urther comparative investigations of cuing and KR should throw some
light on the o~erative mechanism of perceptual learning as well as
being of value in desi.gnirg training programmes and equipment. We now
turn to a review of this area.

3.
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T.AINING FOR MONITORING TASKS
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the last decade very little is known about hcw to train for these tasks.
Most work has centered on task and environmental variables as they
affect performance and especially the performance decrement which
develops during the course of a watch.

Monitoring tasks present two problems, firstly the learning of the
characteristics of the signals to be detected and secondly, developing,
if this is possible, resistance to vigilance decrement. In military
monitoring tasks as, for example Sonar, a variety of undersea sounds,
many of which are unlike surface airborne sounds, must be recognised and
a high detection rate maintained throughout the watch period, sometimes
under conditions of understimulation and boredom and sometimes under
conditions of distraction and stress.

The literature on perceptual l.earning, mostly with relatively
simple stimul~i has been reviewed by Gibson (1953). She considers the
question of whother perceptual learning should be considered as a
distinct type of learning requiring its own formulation and not neces-
sarily analogous to the acquisition of motor skills. Four main tyres
of hypothesis are considered. Som3 results might be partly or even
whol~y explained in terms of habituation to the experimental conditions
or the acquisition of what might be called task set. In this area it
is more than likely that factors such as response dependencies and
perseveraticn can give rise to spurious training increments unless the-.
experiment is carefully controlled. Secondly, and closely related to
the first, is the suggestion that the acquisition of attention an&
scanning habits Lan improve performance in a perceptual task. This
appears to be the case in interpreting tachistoscopic displays and it
could also occur in monitoring tasks, particularly in the visual
modality where the subject is not perfectly Occupled" to the display and
has more freedom in what he attends to than may be the case with an
auditory task.

Gibson's third hypothesis is that in many cases sheer frequency of
exposure to the stimulus can bring about important changes in perception
without any deliberate differential reinforcement being supplied by the
experimenter or trainer. In the first two cases differential rein-
forcement cou2L play a part, even the major part in training what has
been called observing behaviour. This would bring about changes in
performance but would not imply any change in the percept. The
evidence reviewed by Gibson does, however, suggest that changes of the
percept or of perception can and do occur as a result of repeated
experience and that these changes are not necessarily related to
reinforcement.

Fourthly, in many experiments a case could be made for identifica-
tion learning. The subject acquires the ccrrect associative links
between stimuli and responses, or, in plain language he learns what to
call the things he sees or hears. Here a straightforward reinforce-
ment moael would apply. A further factor which might operate in

i.44
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addition was first suggested by James. Stimuli given the same names
tend to be perceived as more like and hence as more different from other
'nearby' stimuli. In this way, differential thresholds could be
reduced as a result of improved absolute thresholds.

It is not necessary to go into detailed discussion of the evidence
here; the interested reader is referred to Gibson. The point to be
made is simply that there is some doubt about the adequacy of a straight-
forward reinforcement model to cover perceptual learnings Knowledge of
results is the training technique appropriate to the reinforcement model
and in so far as there is doubt about the appropriate model, there is
doubt about the most desirable training technique.

If all, or even a part, of the improvement in performance on
perceptual tasks could be accounted for on the basis of either of the
first two hypotheses, cuing could be an appropriate technique. In the
case of the third hypothesis, that the sheer frequency of exposure to the
relevant stiriulus has an effect, then cuing, by ensuring that the rele-

vant stimulus is perceived, will increase this frequency, perhaps more

effectively than could knowledge of results. As to the second type of
improvement, that is to say the maintenance of a continuing level of'
perfori.,ance in the vigilance situation, we turn now to theories of
vigilance for hypotheses about possible training effects.

Theories of vigilance have been summarised by Bergum and r ein
(1961) and by Fran~man and Adams (1962). Exytnded discussion is to be
found in Broadbent (1958) and Puckner and McGrath (1963). Mackworth
(1950) using a classical conditioning paradigm attributes the vigilance
decrement to inhibition. Factors such as rest pauses and interruptions,
for instance, a message from the experimenter, temporarily remove the
decrerpWt and this could be an example of disinhibition. Although this

is a learning paradigm the analogy is used to explain performance rather
than the initial learning of the task. If it is to be assumed that
performance depends on the characteristics of classical conditioning
theni logically it must be shown that the behaviour was originally
acquired in this way. In the present task the signnl to be detected
would be the CS, the Cue the UCS, and CR the key pressing response.
Optimal training should result from a sequence of events in that order
plus some reinforcement associated with the response but no one seriously
suggests the skill is or can only be acquired in this way. It is
"generally agreed (see Frankman and Adams) that Mackworth's original
formulation draws rather a weak analogy between watchkeeping and con-
ditioning and we shall not, therefore, consider it from the training
point of view.

Broadbent's attention model (Broadbent, 1953) is another theory
which appears to cover the essential facts in a rather gross way. It
is, in fact, rather imprecise. The decrement is explained in terms of
sheer lack of variez.y in the relevant stimuli. Three types of stimuli
tend to cipturo the attention mechanism or channel, novel stimuli,
intense stimuli and stimuli of high biological importmnce. Since the

vigilance task, by its very nature, tends to exclude novelty and often

intensity as well, the only possibility is to attach biological

5.
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importance to the signals to be detected. This could only iji:A: t
detection or failure of detection should be accompanied by some
biologically significant event such as a considerable reward or severe
punishment. However, it is not clear that biological significance
could be acquired. Broadbent appears to have in mind that the stimuli
themselves should be significant, something like an innate releaser.
if it is possible to draw training implications from the theory it would
be essential to attach a considerable payoff to the detection of signals.
In his later formulation (Broadbent, 1958) both arousal and expectancy,
which we consider next, play a part.

Expectancy theory, originally proposed by Deese (1955) and
elaborated most recently by Baker "(163) emphasises the subject's actual
perception of features of the task such as the character of the signal,
mean signal rate and inter-signal interval, and probably also the
distribution of inter-signal intervals. Other factors, such as arousal,
Bay affect performance but -over and above th.s subjects who possess the
most accurate model of the statistical structure of the task would
optimally distribute their expectancies and thus perform better. This
type of theory, like all the others, is not overly precise but conforms
quite well to such obvious properties as that performance is worse for
lower signal rates. It is not quite clear how a progressive decrement
can be explained although the suggestion might be made that in so far as
any missed signal will increase the effective rather than the real inter-
signal interval, expectancy would be continuously adjusted to longer and
longer inter-signal intervals. The theory does not handle the effects
of rest pauses or interruptions by the experimenter. There is no
obvious reason why such events shoulu affect expectancy as such although-
they clearly do affect vigilance. It may be, as Deese originally
suggested, that expectancy is only one factor in a complex situation and
that arousal also is involved. However, in so far as expectancy may be
a factor, training implications can be derived. The training procedure
Which gives the subject the most accurate information about the statis-
tical structure of the stimulus pattern will be the most effective.
Baker (1959) has shown that knowledge of results whicn informs the
subject of correct and false detections and missed signals eliminates
the performance decrement. Furthermore Baker (1958) predicts that the
effect, because it is providing useful information and not just affect-
ing motivation or arousal, will be persistent and outlast the provision
of KR.

In the present case it could be predicted that cuing will be just as
effective as Baker's "Full KR" treatment, more effective than simply
right/wrong KR without missed signal information and that the effect will
persist, that is show a resistance to decrement in test trials when no
cuing is present.

Arousal theory suggests that vigilance effects are solely or
principally due to the depression of level of arousal wifch occurs as a

result of sensory deprivation. It is not necessary to examine this type
of theory in detail to reach conclusions that no training implications
could be derived from it. The only 'cure' is to increase stimulation on

6.
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the actual tasks. It should, however, be recognised that depression of
arousal level per se is very likely a contributory cause of vigilance
decrement even if it is not, adequate in itself as a complete explanation.
This has the implication that only a part of vigilance performance can
be affected by training procedures and the results of manipulating
training variables may be blurred or even obscured by it.

Holland (1958) brings rather a different approach to the problem of
vigilance. He suggests that a detection is the result of an observing
respons3 and that the rpKe at which observing responses are made can be
manipulated by the techniques of operant conditioning. The actual
detection of the signal is a reinforcer and thG vigilance decrement is
due to the extinction of observing responses through non-reinforcement.

Of the two types of training technique in which we are interested
KR should be more effective on the basis of this hypothesis. In
Holland's analysis the detection of the signal itself acts as a rein-
forcer but an additional signal for correct detections, especially when
there is some doubt on the part of the observer, should not go amiss.
An error signal, if it occurs at all frequently, should tend to
extinguish observing behaviour and it should in particular extinguish
responses to signals about which the subject is not sure.

Assuming detection per se is reinforcing, cuing should come within
the ambit of this approach. The c'e would initiate an observing res-
ponje which would then on most occasions be reinforced by the detection
of the signal. However, only observinZ as a response to the cue would
be so reinforced and observing in the absence of a cue would not be
str•ngthened and would tend to extinguish. If less than Nei0 of
signals were cued, such that uncued observing responses were sometimes
rewarded by a detection, transfer would be superior. It is not, on tho
whole, easy to make predictions on the basis of the Skinnerian approach
since what events would be reinforcing need not be specified and in the
present case, though not in Holland's experiments, the response being
reinforced is not easy to specify. The approach often depends on post
hoc explanation or avoids explaining things altogether. If learning
has occurred then reinitrcement must, by definition, have taken place.
Such a position, of course, leaves the reinforcement concept with no
explanatory value. Only in cases when empirical results from highly
similar situations are available will the true Skinnerian risk a pre-
diction. However, in this case the Skinnerian position would probably
suggest that cuing wotuld not be effective.

In summary, the two aspects of monitoring tasks, learning the
nature of the signal to be detected and the maintenance of performance
(or resistance to vigilance decrement) have been considered. It is
not at all easy to draw clear training implications frorm existing ideas
about perceptual loarning or from, theories oP vigilance. The whole
area is underdeveloped when compared wiLh motor response learning and a
new approach may be required. In relation to cuing Pnd KZ, problems
which arise, say, in trackin- training, may alpeal' different in the
present context. 6
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In perceptual learning part of the changes in performance may well
be due to response learning but it does seem to be the case that sheer
exposure to the relevant stimulation can result in changes, presumably
changes in the percept or stored representation of the signal, which
result finally in observed changes in behaviour to the present stimulus.

Theories of vigilance are in a similar underdeveloped state
although work in this area is increasing.

On some of the theories no precise training implications can be
derived but expectancy theory suggests essentially that accurate per-
ception of the stimulus pattern results in the best performance. We
may thus infer that a training technique which best enables the subject
to perceive signals and to get an appreciation of their distribution
will be the most effective. At the same tim.e it must be recognised
that possibly only part of the vigilance performance is subject to mani-
pulation by training.

As regards our tvwo principal training methods, what little can be
deduced fromi perceptual learning thecry and from vigilance theory
suggests that training must be arranged such that the student gets the
maximum exposure to the relevant stimulus aspects of the task. Xnow-
ledge o results on the reinforce-rcnt paradigm, is only effective in so
far as it provides the student with the relevant information. The
cuing technique seemns to be the simplest way of providing this sort of
training.
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0 A FILOT =E ERIIENT

The purpose of the pilot experiment was principally to check

the earlier findings with now equipment in preparation for more detailed

investigation.

Apparatus

The task for the subject is to detect a weak auditory signal (1000

cps. lasting 50 ms.) occurring at random intervals in a background of

continuous white noise at approximately 50 db. The subject sits in a

sound insulated room wearing padded earphones through which both signals
and background noise are delivered. He responds to a signal by press-

ing a Morse key on the table in front of him. A visual display con-
sisting of four coloured lights is always present but the lights are
only used in training sessions; their functions are as follows.

(i) A yellow light, which could be flashed half a second before
each signal called the cue light.

(ii) A green light whiLch could be operated by the subject's
response key if pressed within two seconds following a
signal. This.was the correct response light.

(iii) A red light, again operated by the subject's response key
w'nen pressed at any other time than the correct response
period of two seconds after a signal. This was the

incorrect response light.

(iv) A bl1"e light which could be made to flash automatically
at the end of the two seconds following a signal if -no
response had been made. This was the missed signal
light.

The signals were generated by a highly stable oscillator gated
electronically. The sequence of events was determined by a 300 foot
length of film punched with holes at intervals determined by random
number tables. The film was passed by a constant speed motor between
two contacts. The pulse thus generated actuated a set of CR timing
circuits to Produce the following events at an average rate of four per
minute.

1. (a) An electronic counter operates once.

(b) The yellow cue light is switched on for sixty msec.

2. Delay of 0.5 seccnds.

3. (a) The oscillator is switched in to the subject's earphones
for fifty msec.

(b) The subject's key is switched in circuit with a second

(correct response) counter.

14 (C) The green light is switched in circuit with the

subject's response ke,.

9.
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4. Delay of two seconds.

5. (a) Subject's response key switched from the second
(correct response) counter to a third (incorrect response)
counter.

(b) The green light circuit is broken and the red light
circuit connected through the subject's response key.

(c) Blue light flash lasting sixty msec. if no response
has been made during the past two seconds.

Events lb, 3c, 5b, and 5c, that is to say all the lights, could be
switched in or out by the experimenter, who also controlled the synchron-
ous motor and another light used to signal the commencement and end of a
watch period to the subject.

White noise was supplied continuously to the subject's earphones
during watch periods by a white noise generator at approximately 50 db.
above threshold. Signal intensity could br varied in ½ db. steps by
tvo step attenuators. All equipment was run off stabilised power
supplies and was checked regularly for stability. All equipment and
the experimenter's station (with the exception, naturally, of the
subject's display and response key) were outsidi the sound insulated
room.

Experimental Plan

For the first experiment two training conditions were to be com-
pared; (1) cuing, in which the yellow light only was used during
training trials and (2) full knowledge of results in which the correct
response produced a flash of the green light, an incorrect response the
red light and signals not responded to after two seconds the blue light.
These conditions were known as the 1001 cuing condition and the KR
condition.

It was suspected that cuing might be relatively more effective
than KR when subjects were attempting a difficult rather than an easy
task, that is to say when the probability of a correct response is low.
It was therefore necessary to have subjects starting at different levels.
The dilemma here was to get a reliable measure of the subject's perform-
ance without providing too much incidental practise in the process. In
the fV-st experiment this was done during an initial five minute period
by the experimenter watching the response counters and manipulating the
signal attenuators in an attempt to home onto the desired performance
level.

The experimental schedule f-r both conditions was as follows:-

1. General instructions. Five minute adjustment. period
with signal intensity varied. 30 second break.

2. Five minute training session with cuing or KR.

101
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3. Five minute session without training. 30 second break.

4. Five minute training session. 30 second break.

5. Five minute session without training. 30 second break.

6. ))
7. ) As 2 and 4 above.)
8. )

The numbers 1 through 8 are referred to in the section on results.

Subjects and Conditions

Fifteen subjects were trained under the cuing condition and four-
teen under KR for the first day's experimental session. Of these
twenty-nine sixteen returned for three more sessions on successive days,
nine under cuing training and seven under KR training. M-ore subjects
had been testcl but due to occasional breakdowns (or even any suspicion
of unreliability in the apparatus), some results were scrapped.

The subjects were male and female members of the University of
Sheffield mostly within the age range 18-24. They were paid five
shillings per session lasting about an hour. Those who came for four
sessions attended at the same time on each day.

The subjects were instructed as follows:-

"The task is to detect small pips which occur at random intervals
in the t.hite noise coming through the earphones. Press the key when-
ever you think you hear a pip. The pips will be difficult to hear and
sometimes you will miss them. Also you may sometimes think you hear a
pip when it is not really there. Thus there are two kinds of error you
can make. Please regard these kinds of error as of equal weight, i.e.
it is as important not to miss a signal as it is not to press the key
when no pip is present. The experiment will be conducted in five
minute sessions with a short break between each session when you may
remove your earphones and rest. There will be a total of twenty pips
in each five minute session. For the first five minutes the intensity
of the pip wll vary; after this it will remain constant for the
remainder of the experiment.*

The function of the cuing or KR lights (whichever was appropriate)
was explained after he first adjustment period. Subjects were assured
that all the lights were 100% dependable. In the cuing condition they
vere instructed to press the key only on actually hearing the signal and
it was explained that the; function of the cue was to help them to hear
it.

Any queries during subsequent rest pauses were answered non-
committally. During these pauses the experimenter briefly showed

_) himself at the door and told the subject he oni•l relax.

11.
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Pilot Experiment: Results

Fifteen subjects completed a one-hour training period under the
cuing condition and fourteen subjects under the KR condition. Of
these nine in the cuing group and seven in the KR group returned for
three further daily training periods. Results for the first day only
(29 subjects) are presented separately but include the day 1 results of
the 16 subjects who continued for a total of four days.

A percent correct (,( C) and a percent error (% E) score was
calculated for each subject for the relevant test sessions as follows:-

signals detected
signals presented x 10

false positive responses
, E = total responses x 100

Table I shows the results obtained on the first day of training for
29 subjects for session 3 (the first non-training session) and sessions
7 and 8 combined (the last two non-training sessions). Individual
scores are sho-vm in appendices A.l.(i) and A.l.(ii).

Table I

1!ean % C ana mean 'P E scores for third and last two sessions of
day 1.

Session 3 Sessions 7 and 8
Condition - -

Cuing 15 48.73 i9.80 48.4 7 21.80

KRA14 61.56 25.79 65.Oo 32.71

There are two obvious differences between the two training
conditions which appear to be little affected by practice. (a) The D.
group nlake consistently m'iore correct detections, and (b) the cuin- group
has a consistently lower proportion of false positive responses.

Table II shows the results of the 16 subjects who continued for .

days, the scores being those obtained at the end of' each daily training
period (sessions 7 and 8 combined). Individual scores are shown in
appendices A.2.(i) and A.2.(ii).

12.
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Table II

Mean % C and mean ; E scores for the lpit two sessions on days 1 to.
4.

Training No.of Day I Day 2. Day 3 Dar 4
Cond ->n Ss *S % E %CEW~T %C % E 5C % EL - - 4 - -,I, - -

Cuing 9 42.90 25.33 50.00 22.56 46.11 21.67 46.11 16.00

K.R. 7 64.71 31.71 62.29 30.20 165.00 27.24 67.14 27.43

The same difference between the groups in distribution of correct
and incorrect responses is found. Slight increases in detections are
noted for both groups and false positive responses are slightly reduced
the reduction being greater for the cuing group.

An initial aim was to test the hypothesis that cuing would be more
effective in an initially more difficult task. It had been hoped to
assign subjects to different difficulty le'vels by a short pretraining
procedure but in this we were quite unsu-cessful. As the data in the
appendices shoU attempts to spread out the initial detection scores
failed, especially in the K1 group, and hence no conclusion about a
possible interaction between training method and initial difficulty
level can be drawm.

Discussion of Pilot Experiment

The training effect of both conditions is rather small. In the
pilot experiment there may be several contributory reasons. After the
initial setting of difficulty level a five minute training period
intervenes before performance is measured in the test condition. At
this stage the two groups are already markedly different and there is
no way of tel!in•. whether they were poorly matched or whether the
difference is due to the first five minutes training. Since overall
gains are small, attributing differences to the initial five minute
period would imply that most of the learning occurs during this period.

A further possibility is that a vigilance decrement which
neutralises a training effect develops during the training period.
Despite rest pauses at five xinute intervals such a decrement might
reasonably be expected in this type of task. The subjects were isola-
ted from the experimenter and from the rest cf the normal envirornrent.
Test perfonnance on the first test session of '.he four days does show
an upward trend lending some support to this hypothesis. The problem
of setting difficulty level was ,more serious than had been anticipated.
The adjustment precedure had to be kept as short as possible to
mini;nise unwanted training effects so the setting was made on a small
=mount of data and one might exlxct that it would be unreliable.

There may, however, have been another effect. Recent work by
Colqhoun of the 1'rC APRO Cambridge (private commundcation) suggests

"13.
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that the first few signals in a watch may determine performance for the
rest of the watch. Colqhoun has evidence to suggest that the time of
occurrence of the first signal, whether it is detected or not, has a
marked effect on the vigilance decrement. Thus in the present case
random differences in the time at which the first signal is given will
be a major determinant of performance which will serve to blur under-
lying differences in sensitivity to signals. The data from this experi-
ment are inadequate to test any hypothesis about an interaction between
training method and initial difficulty level.

Despite the general inconclusiveness of the experiment the cuing
condition did not show up too badly. There is no suggestion that cue
dependence is a factor of any significance in the present case.
Although in the cuing group detections were fewer sn also were false
positive responses. The most interesting and unexpected result we the
marked difference in style of performance between the two groups.

14.
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EXPERI.!NT II

Introduction

The pilot experiment was disappointing in so far as little training
effect wa3 found in either group. It seeried likely that some training
benefit might be conceepled by vigilance decrement since the test trials
were, naturally, ai, the end of the training session when decrement woul.d
have reached a maximuma. In the second and main experiment steps were
taker, to m4.ninise this effect by (i) increasing the signal rate fromn 20
to 30 signals per five minute period, (ii) by provi4ing a ten minute rest
pause between the end of training and the beginning of the testing
session, and (iii) by ensuring that a signal would kn all cases occur
very shortly after the beginning of each five minute sission. The
increased signal rate also increases the available data and has an
additional payoff in terms of the probable reliability of the perform-
ance measures,

Th.i method of setting the diffi--ulty level, requiring some skill on
the part of the experii enter, was established as a result of experience
on the pilot experiment. This was done during the first five mi.nutes
of the experiment as f-llows. Five signals were given at a clearly
audible l~vol. The signal strength was then attenuated by 3 db and a
further three signals were given followed by a 2 db atten':ation and

., t.,':uo signals. 'By this stage rany subjec's fAiled to respond
to one or inore of the signals ana the signal was then attenuated in 1 or
- db steps until the required difficulty level was reached. This pro-
cedure peri.itted a rough Crading of the subjects but not for precise
matching.

The difference between cuing and IM in style of performance was
unexpected but shortly afterwards a similar finding in the visual
modality came to our notice (Wiener, 1962). This finding is important
to vigilance training since it may or may not (depending on the circum-
stances) be desirable to train subjects to make copmissive errors. For
a closer examination of this phenomenon the KP. condition, green light
for correct responses, red for false positives and blue for missed
signals, w'is split into two sub-groups, one with red and green light
only, and one with the blue light only following each signal, missed or
not. The theoretical significance of this distinction is as follows.
The now red and green light condition Gives the subject knowledge of
results conditional on positive performance. If he does nothing he
gets no information. The new blue light condition givL. full know-
ledge of results whether or not the subject does anything. If he
makes a detection this is confirmed. If he misses a signal he is
informed in two seconds by the light, and if he makes a false positive
response no blue light appears and his guess is disconfirmod.

The red and green light condition conforms to the reinforcement
paradigm; the green light should reinforce correct responses and the
red light should extinguish incorrect responses. From the point of
view of cognitive theories the fact that feedback information 1I con-
tingent on the subject's responre is of no special importance.

1.5.
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er -n eCur by ite of th -- ac %I It i nn -v t infoiL ation.w
is true that relevant infornation can be acquired by making a

response and observing the consequences but this cpn be inefficient.
In this case relevant information for the trainee is, presumably,
information about the signal, which can be acquired by attending to
the signal, and about its distribution over the watch pericd. Under
the "blue light only" condition, subjects get full information about
the distribution of signals which they could only get in the M
condition by a high level of actual detections and also by making a
large number of conuissive errors. The blue light condition could
be construed as retrospective cuing or as a type of non-contingent
knowledge of results (i.e. not dependent on a subject's responses).
This condition is, however, distinct from the standard cuing condition
(a yellow light just before each signal during the training trials) in
so far as it cannot support responses, that is act as a crutch. The
yellow light condition (standard full cuing) by giving a reliable
warning indicates to the subject precisely whfen he must listen care-
fully and when he can expect a signal, such that a high proportion of
signals are actually heard.

Reinforcement theorists might be tempted to suggest that in the
cuing condition self reinforcement can occur by some covert process.
But once the concept of reinforcement moves out of the realm of
observables its explanatory value is greatly impaired.

On the hypothesis that the role of the additional signals (both
cues and KR) in this task is to provide the subject with information k

relevant to the discrimination of the signal and its distribution over(
the watch period, the conditions should fall into the rank order of
effectivbness, (1) cuing by the yellow light, (2) retrospective cuing
or non-contingent KR by the blue light and (3) KR (or reinforcement)
by means of the red and green lights.

To these three a further two conditions were added: (4) partial
feedback cuing and (5) partial feedback cuing plus KR (reirforcement).
(Condition 5 was a straightforward combination %.- conditions 3 and 4.)
Whereas the blue light condition could be termed *non-coritingent KR"

the partial feedback cudng condition might be termed "contingent cuing."
Under this condition the sabject is cued only when he fails to detect
a signal and the cue is withheld when signals are correctly detected.
The purpose of 4 and 5 was largely exp:Loratory. Given that cuing is
an effective t raining technique we must be prepzred to do something
about cue depaedence should it arise. Mwiy previous studies of cuing
in other types ` tasks suggest that cue dependence is the main limiting
disadvantage of Che techmique. In most instances cues have been v.ith-
drawn abruptly yet one might guess that gradual withdrawal of cues
would overcome, at least in part, the problem of cue dependence. The
successful use of cuing as a training technique might well rest on the
method of withdrawing cues. fRather than rely upon set schedules of
cue -withdrawal the possibility of iinking withdrawal to some criterion
of subject performance seems promising. This condition, then, was an
extre-mely simple ease of conditional cue withdrawal to explore this

possit Nility.1
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The fifth condition was added after the results of partial feed-
back cuing were known. As can be seen below these results show no
training effect at all, and it was hypothesised that this might be due to
the fact that the partial cuing system used yields no knowledge of what
a random distribution of signals in time is like. It may in fact result
in a false conception of the kind of distribution involved. With
partial cuing plus contingent KR (conditions 3 ar4 4 combindd) the
subject is intermittently reminded of the nature of the signal, by the
cue, and has an opportunity to gain some knowledge of the distribution
through his responses. It might be expected that such a combination
of training conditions would yield results superior to either condition
taken alone.

Apparatus

The equipment used was functionally the same as before with the
addition of a circuit to produce the partial feedback cuing for
conditions IV and V and a number of other changes to improve reliability
and performance.

Subjects and Conditions

100 subjects were recruited from the same population as before and
paid 5/- per hour (about 71 cents).

The general operating conditions were the same but, as previously
described the signal rate . s increased from an av'age of four per
minute to an average of six p( minute with one signal always occurring
during the first fow seconds oi a watch period. This together with a
ten minute break before the post test was introduced to reduce
uncontrolled vigilance effects.

The trair iu.' n.,,ionve for all five conditions was modified to the
following schedule:

1. General instructions. Five minute adjustment period with
signal intensiLy varied.

30 second break.

2. Fivc minute pru-test session without training.

30 second break.

3. Specific insLructions for the relevanL training condition.

5 minutes training period.

30 second break.

4. As 3 above (repeating specific instructions only if requosted).

17.
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5. As 3 and 4.

10 minute break during which S is engaged in general conver-
sation in the sound-insuilated room.

6. 5 minute test session without training.

30 second rest pause.

7. As 6 above.

The adjustment technique used in session 1 is as follows:

The first five signals are given at a clearly audible level, this is
then attenuated by 3 db and another 3 signals given followed by a 2 db
attenuation and a further 3 signals. Further attenuations are made in
1 db or j- db steps until the required level of performance is reached.
In practice it was usually, but not aluays, possible to determine a
high or a low level of performance by this technique but precise
matching of the groups was dut of the question.

Subjects were instructed before the first watch period as follows:

"The task is to detect small pips which occur at random intervals
in the white noise coming through the earphones. Press the key when
you think you hear a pip. The object is to get as high a score as
possible and to make as few false responses as possible. Your response
is counted as false if you press the key when no signal is actually
present. For the first five minutes the intensity of the signal will
vary. At first it will be easy to hear and then gradually become more
,. 1ifficuat. After this it will remain constant for the rest of the
experiment. The experiment will be conducted in five-minute sessions
with a short break between sessions when you may remove the earphones
and rest. There will be a total of thirty pips occurring at random
intervals in each five-minute session."

The function of the light signalling the beginning and end of
:essions was then explained. After the second session tho funetion of
Cue and KR lights was explained as appropriate. Five groups of twenty
subjects each were subjected to the following rainine in sessions 3, 4,
and 5.

Group I. lOC'/. cuing. A yellow light flash half a
second before each signal.

Group II. Retrospective cuing (or nor-contingent KR).
Blue light flash 2 sees after each signal
irrespective of S's response.

Group III. KR (contingent) correct responses followed immediately
by & green light, incorrect responses followed
inmedlately Ly a red light.

i•.
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Group IV. Partial feedback cuing. The first signal is
cued. From then on if a signal is missed tho
next signal is cued, if a signal is detected
the next is 'uncued. False positives have no
effect.

Group V. Partial feedback cuing and contingent KR -
conditions for groups III and IV above combined.

In conditions IV and V subjects were told "the yellow light here
(pointing) will flash half a second before some of the signals. When-
ever the light flashes it will always be followed by a signal. Press
the key if you hear the signal. At least 50% of the total signals
will not be preceded by the light. The light is there to help you
hear some of the signals."

Alternative measures of the efficiency of signal detection.

Cur finding that there are important differences between training
conditions with respect to correct detections and false positives
suggests the desirability of some unified index of efficiency whereby
these different patterns of performance could be compared. This
question would not arise in a situation where detections were desirable
irrespective of false positives or the alternauive case where the lowest
possible false positive rate is required. In such cases where the
value of different response categories is of importance one simply
chooses the training condition which best approximates the desired
critirion.

The theory of signal detection (c.f. Tanner, Swats and Birdsall,
1961) provides an approach to this type of problem. Two quantities,
d-prixne and beta may be derived from psychophysical data which define
respecLivoly sensitivity and decision criterion. Acc6rding to the
theory sensltivity,.rnmains roughly constant whilst apparent differences
in threshold are ascribed to changes in the criterion applied by the
subject in deciding whether or not a signal has occurred. 'In the
present expuriments differences between training conditions could
conceivably bo due to differences in decision criteria rather than
differences iv. true sensitivity. The calculation of d-prime and beta
depends on the generation of receiver-operating-characteristic curves
by requiring subjects to adopt different criteria on different occasions
in the situation where a signal is or is not presented and a decision
called for in a fixed short period of time. Egan, Greenberg and
Schulman (1961) have attempted to extend the technique to the method
of free response, that is to say when the time interval for a decision
Is not strictly defined as would be the case in vigilance experiments.
A quantity Js representing detectability which is independent of the
decision criterion used can be calculated from data generated by subjects
who havc been urged, at different times, to adopt f. variety of criteria
fromi strict. to lax. The criterion itself cannot be directly evaluated.
The calculation depends on the slope of response frequency curves at
tirties folloWing o signal. Such times are not available for the present
data. ihis and other technical problems preclude the application of
zi;nal dctection theory to the present data but it is also the case that

19.
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this type of anplysis requires at least one assumption which could not
properly be made. Signal detection theory assumes a fixed time
interval during which a decision about the presence or absence of a
signal is made. However as the time interval during which signals ,aay
arrive increases so the likelihood that the subject is not, at any given
moment, paying attention to the task also increases. Only if we can be
fairly sure that the subject is making decisions about the particular
input provided can decision theory be applied. In the vigilance
situation it seems probable that, for some periods at least, the subject
is distracted by other inputs or may have sunk into some kind of sleep
state. He may be making decisions about the pattern on the wallpaper
or he may not be making decisions at all. This consideration is a
bigger obstacle to the application of signal detection theory than
technical problems of the form of the data.

Information theory provides a convenient neutral composite neasure
of efficiency based on a minimum number of asstuptions. Efficiency can
be described in terms of :the degree to which the input wessage cculd be
reconstituted from a knowledge of the subject's responses. The index
T(x;y), information transmitted, can be calculated from the data. The
duration of a trial, 5 minutes, and the duration and frequency of the
periods during which a response is accepted as correct, 30 x 2 seconds,
define the probability of a response being correct. Signal dimensions
did not vary during the experiment and signal occurrence was approxi-
mately equiprobable throughout the five minute session. Strictly speak-
ing it should be assumed that the five minutes was divided into a series
of two-second chunks in any of which a signal would or would not occur
-nd a response would or would not occur. This assumption would be
untenable if subjects made more than 150 responses or if they frequently
made responses less than two seconds apart. Fortunatejy the data meet
these assumptions and we may ake information transmitted as a fair
representation of the realities of the task and a useful approximate
measure of transmittirg efficiency which adequately combines correct
and incorrect responses.

A numerical example may serve to make the transformation of raw

data into irformation transmitted scores clear:-

Correct responses (out of a possible 20) = 15

Error responses (out of a possible 130) = 12

Total Total non-
signals signal periods

Response 15 12 27

No Response 5 118 123

20 130 150

20.
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-H(x) = log 150 - -L0 [20 (log 20) + 130 (log 13o0j = .5665l

(y) =log 150 - 1~ 17 (log 27) + 123 (log 123]-= .6800EH~y) = 10 -0 P: ""

H(x;y) = log 150 - 1 --5 (log 15) + 12 (log 12) + 5 (log 5)-,
150 r " F...+ 118 (log 118 )J = 1.05959

T(x;y) = K(x) + H(y) - H(x;y) = .17700
Results of Experiment II

Table III summarises the results of 100 subjects, 20 in each of the
five conditions and compares mean pre-test (session 2) with mean post-
test (sessions 6 and 7) for % C and % E scores. Individual scores are
given in appendices B.1.(i) to B.1.(v).

Improvement in detections is noted for all groups and is fairly
large for the two cuing conditions I and II and rather small for condition
IV. Thus unlike the pilot experiment the new schedule demonstrates some
training effect.

A particularly interesting finding is that false positive responses
are generally incr.ased as a result of practice except in condition I,
100 cuing,where there is a slight decrease. Although group III, the KR
condition, begins with a low false positive rate the effect of training
is to increase this quite markedly.

Table III

Mean percent correct detections and mean percent false positive
responses for twenty subjects in pre-test and post-test over five
training conditions.

Pre-test = session 2.

Post-test = sessions 6 and 7.

Training Pre-test Post-test

Conditions C % E % C% E

I 31.5 29.7 45.? 25.7

II 29.9 33.3 44.5 36.0

III 36.2 15.9 46.9 28.1

IV 29.1 32.3 33.8 35.4

V 35.5 25.8 47.8 26.8

21.
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Table IV showethe same data transformed into information scores
taken to be an index of transmitting efficiency. Individual scores
are shown in appendices B.2(i) to B.2.(v). Since the pre-test scores
in table IV vary somewhat between conditions an analysis-of covariance
was performed and the results are summarised at the foot of table IV.
Adjusted post-test means are shown in the final column of table IV.

The conditions are shown to be significantly different on post-
test F=3.047, p-4025. This differencea may be largely due to group IV,
partial feedback cuing which, unlike the other groups shows no improve-
ment as a result of practice.

Table IV

4ean rates of information transmitted, in bits per response.

Training Adjusted Post-
Condition Pre-test Post-test test means

I .11964 .17516 .17048

II .09268 .13575 .15102

III . Z1011 .15175 .13219

IV -09044 .08A53 .10139

V .12430 .16816 -.16026

K: = 20 for each of the five training conditions.

Analysis of Variance yields: Pre-test F = 1.06 NS

Post-test r = 2.768 P'.05

Analysis of Co-Variance: F = 3.047 P 025

Conditions I and 4
p< .01 )

"2 and Z p-< .05 ) two-tailed
" " 5and. p: .01)

"1 arnd 3 p< .05 one-tailed

22.
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Table V shows the significance of pre-test/post-test differences.
"The two cuing groups I and Il show significant increases in information
transmitted whilst groups III (KR) and IV (partial feedback cuing) do
not improve significantly. Group IV is significantly worse than groups
I, II and V. The difference between I and III approaches significance
at p .. 05 on a one tailed test.

1007. cuing therefore provides the most effective training but cAIng
contingent on performance has no effect. 100% cuing is the only con-
dition showing a downward trend in false positive responses whilst KR
results in a considerable increase in false positives.

Table V

Pre-test / Post-test differences

t values calculated from "information transmitted" scores.

Training
Conditions t

I 2.15 p< .025 1 tailed

II 2.29 p< .025

III 0.63 N.S.

IV - No mean -

increase

V 2.92 p< .005 1 tailed

23.
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So far the results indicate inter-group differences in achievement.
There is also some evidlence on the question of the effects of different
training procedures on vigilance decrement. The post-test is made up
of two successive five minute sessions which followed the ten minute
relaxation period. Scores for the second of these two sessions were
invariably lower than for the first (see Table VI) so we can infer that
some vigilance decrement occurred and take the difference between the
two sessions as evidence of its magnitude. We can have some confidence
in this since vigilance decrement tends to be exponential, most decre-
ment occurring near the beginning of the watch. It should also be
noted that the ten minute rest period was a genuine relaxation period,
whilst during the 2 minute separating the last two sessions the subject

,mained in tne room and dd not converse with the experimenter but
.mply removed his earphones. No prediction was made about the
'fectiveness of the conditions in reducing vigilance decrement but it

tay be noted that condition I produced only a slight reduction in
detections, from a mean of 14.3 out of thirty signals to 13.2 whilst
group III -produced a decrement of 15.9 to 7.1, a very considerable decre-
ment. Groups II and IV and 'I hold intermindiary positions but group IV
was in any case scoring rather low.

Table VI

Average numbers of correct detections and errors for the last
two five minute sessions.

Detections Errors

Training
Condition 1st 2nd 1st 2nd

I 14.3 13.2 4.9 4.6

II 14.4 12.1 9.0 P.0

III 15.9 7.1 7.1 4.1

IV 11.0 9.4 6.5

V 15.5 13.2 6.5 .2

Error scores arc also reduiced b1 small amo'onts, the pattern being

similar to that for correct respons!ýs with cuing showing the smallest

2A.
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reduction and KR the greatest. From this we may infer that the decre-

mert is brought about essentially by a reduction in rate of responding
and does not necessarily indicate a loss of discrimination. However
in the two groups with which we are mainly concerned, I and III, there
appears to be a difference in vigilance decrement, as measured here,
group I being rather resistant to decrement and group III showing a
rather marked decrement.

Table V11 shows the number of subjects in each group whose detection
performance on the second of the last two tests is better, the sawe, or
wor.s "h-a performance on the first of these two tests. (Note that in
groul'. the second test score for one of the subjects is Pissing.)
The aole shows the probabilities, as determined by the Binomial Lest
(r6..'Siegel, 1956) of the distribution of decrement and no decrement,
that is subjects whose performance was the same or better, compared
with those whose performance was uorse on the second of the two final
tests. Since a decrement could be predicted the probabilities refer to
one tail of the distribution. For the whole group signiLicantly more
subjects get worse. In the individual groups only group III shows a
significant decrement.

Table VII

Number of subjects under each condition showing a vigilance decre-
ment between the first and second of the last two five minute
sessions.

Training I II I1l IV V Total
Conditions

Better 7 5 3 6 5 26

Same 3 4 2 1 1 11

Worse 10 U1 14 13 14 62

p .588 .412 .032 .132 .058 .02

Results are grouped into d-crement/no decrement, (i.e. "Better" and
"Same" are combined). p is, on a one-tailed binomial test, the
probability of the frequency of observed numbers showing vigilance
decrement.

Note: One of the two test results for one subject in group III is
missing. Total N = 99.

S25.
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Summary of Results

(i) The two 100% cuing groups and t. partiai cuing plus contin-
gent KR group show significant increases in average information trans-
mitted as a result of training, Knowledge of results and partial feed-
back cuing do not show significant increases,

(ii) As in the pilot experiment cuing and KR show marked differ-
ences in the pattern of performance. The cuing group whilst
increasing correct detections reduces commissive errors whereas the KR
treatment results in a marked increase in coxomissive errors together
vith an increase in correct detections.

(iii) The partial feedback cuing seems to have no training effect.

(iv) There is some evidence of a vigilance decrement, essentially
a general reduction in rate of responding, during the last two sessions
and this is slight for group I, cuing, and rather marked for group III,
KR.

26.
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DISCUSSION AND tCNCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that training in a perceptual task akin
to sonar and radar watchkeepinr is possible, but this is only a small
beginning and the limitations should be considored. Only one simple
stimulos or signal was used at near threshold level. There was not,
as in Piany monitoring tasks, a variety of different new sounds to be
distinguished and identified. In many real life situations the signals
woulld te of greater intensity. Failure to respond to a near threshold
stimuius may or nay not be of the same kind as failure to detect a more
intense signal at the end of a long watch. The present experiment is a.
"miniature situation" with respect to the variety and intensity of the
signals used, and both training and watchkooping periods are shorter
than would be the case in real life monitoring tasks. Within these
limitations certain characteristics of loarning and performance which
are relevant to training hava emerged.

,'otable differences have been found between training methods. The
most striking differ:-Ace is between cuing and KR. In the pilot experi-
ment subjects in the cuing group made consistently fewer commissive
errors and in the main experiment the KR Croup increased these errors a.
a result of training ½;hereas the cuing group showed an improvement on
this count. A very similar finding has come out of a recent study by
Wiener (1962) in the visual modality and it seems that this character..
istic difference may have some generality. Wiener used the Jerison
adaptation of the Mackworth Clock Test and, amongst other things,
compared the effects of three training conditions, (1) no knowledge of
results, (2) KR contingent on the subject's response (comparable to
condition III in the pres,.nt study) and (3) full knowledge of results
where the subject is automatically informed of correct detections, false
positive detections and missed signals (comparable to the KR condition
in the pilot experiment of the present study). Wiener's partial KR
group, receiving feedback about correct detections and false positive
responses showed the same increase in false positives but his full KR
group shws a decrease as a result of training. Missed-signal informa-
tion seems to make the critical difference, and when we see that t,'oups
I and II in the present study showed learning without contingent feed-
back Wienor's results are highly consistent w-th the explanation which
we shall put forward for the present results. The finding sheds some
light on the mode of operation of KR in this type of perceptual
learnin;g task.

The fact that cuing Is relatively more successful suggests that
perceptoal learning of this kind can be regarded as a passive
"cognitive" process, more precisely that responses, overt or covert,
are only important for the stimuli they produce. The extreme position,
that no learring can occur without a response being made, and that con-
cotquences of the response are the only effective agent in learning is,
oa this view, untenable, notwithstanding the obvious fact that only a
change in behaviour can stand as evidence that learning has occurred.

The comparison between cuing and KR is of interest here in so far

as both techniques permit the subject to acquire information. In KR

SP27.
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the information is contiigent on responses, in cuing it is not. The
KR group can only acquire information by responding and how much
information they get depends on how they respond. We assume that in
this case the information the subject needs to acquire is essentially
a sample of the relevant stimulus. An input will not count as a sample
unless it is a confirmed or authenticated sample; that is to say, there
must be 5ufficient informatoion to enable the subject to classify samples
into signal and non-signal. In the KR situation he has to make a
response to be quite sure about this, in cuing he does not. Wiener
attributed the higher rate of conmissive errors in his group II to the
fact that the subject would have to respond quite frequently to get any-
thing like the same amount of information as subjects for whom missed
signal information was provided automatically. Wiener concludes, quite
roasonably, that this response pattern persists, that is, it is learned.
However, .if we Lake the view that in this case response learnitig is
relatively insignificant then Wiener's suggestion is inconsistent. If
we are to maintain that the effective change in behaviour is dependent
on changes in discrim.ination we must conclude that the KR group is simply
less able to tell the difference between signal and non-signal, and the
response pattern is only a contingent fact. During the last4two five-
minuto sessions the KR group begins (in the first of these) by producing
responses (correct and incorrect) at a slightly higher rate than the
cuing group (a mean of twenty three responses compared with 19.2) but
in the second five minute session the cuing group has dropped to a mean
rate of 17.8 and the KR group to a mean rate of 11.2 responsos. The
ratio of false responses to correct detections is consistently higher
for the KR group. Thus the KR group were not simply making more mis-
takes through a higher output, but were showing a poorer discrimination
between signal. and non-signal. The comparison of average information
rates shows that the higher rate of commissive errors is not simply
commensurate with a higher general rate of responding. We would there-
fore conclude that the characteristically higher error rate of the KR
group is not simply a matter of having learned to respond more
frequently but is due to a lower level of discrimination.

In the introduction we considered the twofold problem of monitor
training, perceptual learning and resistance to vigilance decrement.

On the first point cuing provides the maximum exposure to the
signal and gives the fullest information about the distribution of the
signal in the watch period. This result is most consistent with the
"accwiuxlated expericnce" hypothesis of perceptual learning. In our
group I the cue, actinf: as a warning signal, permitted the.subject to
perceive the signal more frequently than in any other condition. It
v-lll be rcomebored 'hat subjects warn asked to respond to heard signals
diuring training but no record was made of their responses since it
would be iipodssibe with 1005 cuing tc distinruish tehaviourally between
response to tho cue and a -enulne re!:ponso to the signal. That the
subjects in this condition did actually hoar the signal more frequently
in nevertheloss quite Iceyond doubt. It. can be demonstrated
subjoctively by anyore who cares to try and a reduction in threshold due
to tbhc warnin: signal ha- been demonstrated behaviouraJly with the
necessary controls, b- Eowarth and Treisman (1958). Theso workers also

2!'.
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found an effect. when the warning signal actually followed the signal to
be dotected, for times up -to half a second. In groupj 11 of the present
oxp.;,riment the frequency of detection due to the retrospective warning
signal is almost certainly lower since the Interval it much larger. In
this group as in group I' however, each signal is marked such that, in
addition to confirming actual detections, full inform~ation nbnuot Cie
distribution of sign~als in a watch period is provided.

The di~fference between groups I and 11 therefore i~s the difference
due to the number of samples definitely identified as "signal." The
difference is slight but is in the predicted direction.' Groups 1, 11
and III come out in the order predicted by the hypothesis tl1,t learning
is proportional to exposure to authenticated samples of the signal, an~d
si-nal distribution information. Groop I has risxiiamn (ex)posure to the
31 grail plus ifull irformatiori about its frequency and disir~bution in
t i:r1(t In tgroup II feW~r signal samples are avalJlabl but full. inforzra-
tiJor on sig~nal frequency and distributior. is provided. In group III,
probably comparable with 'group II on the first count, Incomplete
informatiton on sic-nal distribution is available.

Group V, with a proportion of clearly authenticated sample signals
plus the opportunity of gainuing czome (nlthough incoriplete.) information
about the distr!,bution throu,-h conting-ent KR, occupies an intermediate
position quite consistent with the hypothesis Linder discussion.

The re-fits of group IV, wmho did not Improve at all with practice,
f'all. into the same pat-tern. The- pn~r'k-Iml feedback cuing arrangement
m~eant that something less tinan half the rlt,-nals were cued in each case.
We can assume that a fairly hig~h proportion of these were actually
6;etected and so contributed aul~hemticated samples of the signal.. A
lower proportion of uncued signals would be detected but witi neither
cue nor KR their authenticilty wo,.ld býe luft in doubt. it i., probably
fAir to conclude thn-t this g:roupq hnd the poorest opportunity of accuinul-
atinr L~he relevant, experience; furthermore, since many signals would be
missed, a rather inadequate i!n1pres.!io~n of signal distribution character-
istics would be Cained. Thus al-tho-gh no advance pre-diction was made
ab~out this group, the rosujlts can bo seen -to fit. closely with those of'
the other groups. The partial feedback Cuing, it will be recalled, was
Included to explore the possibility t.hat snme technique of cue wit'h-
drawal, bns(:d on student perfonmance, would minimise transfer probblems.
As it turn~s out cue withdrawal was Initiated before any learning could
be establishcd. Indeed the mechanics of cue withdrawal interfered with
the ve-zy processes it was hypothesised were necessary for learning.

This is not to say that this technique, or something, like it woniLr
not be appropriate after initial essential learning had LakCen place and
be of value in preventing cue dependence. The criterion on which cues
were withdrawn was based on a guess. The criterion of one correct
detection was obviously inadequate-, especially in reliation to the sig-nal
distribution. However, P~si~l criterion cnn only be discovered
emypirically. It would certainly seexm advisable to distinguish clearly
betwe(:n testing ,'nd training trials whcre the testIng, as in this case,
changes- the structure of the task. Cue withdrawal under the conditions
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we havo used seems to prove more feasible where contingent KR is 4

provided as well. A combination of the partial cuing with non-
contingent KR might be expected to yield an even better result. We
should not conclude that it is yet established that some technique of
cue withdrawal is either undesirable or unattainable.

Concerning theories of vi-iiance some tentative conclusions can be
drawn from this experiment. Whatever factors contributed to monitoring
Derformance some at least axe susceptible to training. It follows that
suggested factors such as arousal and stimulus variety cannot, without
additiccal postulates, account for monitoring performance.

Holland's approach to vigilance through the reinforcement of
observing responses does not fit our results. Under cuing, only
observing responses made to cued signals would be reir.force6 by X_
detection so there is no chance of strengthening observing behaviour in
the absence of the cue, yet clearly subjects do learn. By contrast the
IR condition should strengthen observing responses with a resulting
improvement in detection. For this approach the conditions come out in
the reverse of the predicted order of efficiency.

Of all the views discussed Baker s expectancy theory best fits the
present data. Since on this theory detecticn is governed by expectancy,
training which provides the most realistic set of expectations should be
superior. The group which has the best oppcrtunit, of learning the
natu-e of the signal and its distribution wil.l perfo - best. and be most
resistant to -vi~lance decrerent. Baker explicitly predicts that the
effects of such training will effectively outlast the provision of any
traininz s•id. Oi this criterzon grounc I, II and III come out in the
preoicted order, group I being quiP'- resistant to decrement and group
1II showrig a marked and statistically significant decrement. Group IV
should come out even worse on thie criterion but in fact the reduction
in correct detections between the first and second of the two final
.essions is smaller than that for group III (although this is to some
extent cffs~t by a sxialler reduction in false responses). However it
should be noted that group IV is already performing at a low level and
is the only group performing worse on post-test than on pre-test.
#ith the exception of the -orst performing group the extent of decrement
.ppears to be related to trainir•g efficiency, that is to say the better
the performance the greater the resistance to decrement. This finding
should be regarded as somewhat tentative in view of the rather simple
measure of decrement, the difference in performance between two five-
minute sessions.

Concluding overall. these findings are consistent with the simple
view that exposure to authenticated samples of the signal is the most
effective way for a subject to learn to distinguish between signal and
non-signal. To learn the statistitaJ nature of the distribution of
signals over a watch period is also an asset to performance and to main-
taining that performance. Here again maximum exposure to signals such
that few if any of them are missed is the most reliable way of acquiring
this irformation. The technique of cuing satisfactorily accomplishes
this form of training, and, on prbvious evidence, is preferable to b

simply •3:ing the task easier.

X3.
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Much has been said about the distinction between cuing and knowledge
of results (see Annett, 1961). There is little doubt that the ý"
potentia]ity of cuing as a training technique has been underestimated
during a long period when the Law of Effect has been the principle main-
stay of learning theory. The argument of this rep'rt is that, in this
type of task, KR is effective only in so far as it p•-,wldes the same
kinds of information as can be supplied by cuing. In short the main
function of both cuing and KR in this task is informative. In the
present case giving KR on a reinforcement paradigm turns out to be a less
effective way of providing the subject with the information he needs.

31-
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Appendix A.I. (i)

100% CUING CONDITION

Percentage correct detections of total signals
presented, and percentage false responses of total
responses made for 3rd and last two 5 minute sessions
of day 1.

Third session Last two sessions

% correct % error % correct % error

62 11 71 29

39 50 60 31

42 20 46 0

35 0 30 8

55 15 70 7 4
65 13 55 19

55 42 48 42

45 18 33 38

45 50 48 14

85 11 73 15

50 0 53 13

65 0 58 15

35 0 38 0

33 17 36 36

20 50 14 60

Total 731 297 733 327

Mean 4A.73 19.80 48.87 21.80
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Appendix A.I. (ii)

K. R. CONDITION

Percentage correct detections of total signals presented, and
percentage false responses of total responses made for third and last
two 5 minute sessions of day 1.

Third session Last two sessions

% correct % error % correct % error

65 27 72 36

70 48 61 17

88 25 68 46

25 17 63 14

60 50 70 47

80 24 63 24

( • 65 7 68 21

65 13 45 14

65 46 70 35

60 8 55 27

75 0 63 39

75 21 68 36

53 50 75 56

20 67 69 46

Total 266 403 910 458

Mean 61.86 28.79 65.00 32,71
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Appendix P.1. (i)

100% CUING

Individual detection scores and fals.e response scores expre.;sod as
percentages.

I ~2,
ject No. Correct ' ,ofrro 2
1 P. 0 70

2 6(7 9 5 6

3 53 0 2

1 50 0 60 S

5 7 52 6

6 37 39 35 36

7 37 73 12

.3,,50 P. 34

9 33 /10 2P3

1.0 30 36 33 39

11 30 36 37 37

12,27 0 A7 26

13 23 36 O49

1/ 23 30 33 4 3
]•23 /2 72 3

20 0 33 29
17 10 3 30 •, 0

S"17 71.C) 0 0
0 roo 2 0

2- 0 100 23 33

Tot~1 (I 0 593 913 513
31..5 29.7 A5.7 2,.7
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Appendix B.1. (ii)

K.R. (NON-CONTINGENT)

1 2
Subject Correct % Error 5 Correct % Error

1 53 6 68

2 53 0 77 0

3 53 33 60 44

47 26 31 38

5 47 18 70 14

6 40 0 48 15

7 33 5E 38 68

33 23 40, 1.5

9 33 39 25 71

10 33 41 58 53

11 30 25 37 48

12 30 44 50 45

13 27 58 40 40

14 23 36 33 41

15 23 42 55 31

16 17 30 10

217 .0 SC 27 59

J .0 40 53 10

19 17

20 0 0 17 17

Total 59.P 665 P -,9 719

Nean 29.8 33.3 44.5 36.0
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K.R. (Co' "~T)1
1st five mi.ixte Last tuj five

!essiorn r. n.to sssions
,,UWcto. ICrrect Error -tortect "r-.'or"

1 90 39

2 60 Ic 61 32

•.57 0 6? 15

S50 35 60 35

5:; 26 .1 39

6 ,7 13 A42 27

43 2£ 53 22

0 3s 30

9 13 13 32 17

10 .0. 40 37 3?

Ci .0 25 51 39q

12 Lt C 62
13 27 0 2S 35

1 27 0 10 33

15 23 0 4-3 2e

16 2 22 2- 33

1J 23 A6 50 27

10 13 20 Z2 39

19 7 0 45 13
20 3 0 33 23

Total 723 317 938 562

I eari 36.2 15.9 46.9 28.1
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Appendix B.1. (iv)

PARTIAL FEEDBACK CUING

1. 2
Subject No. Correct E Correct % Error

2. 57 32 30 41
2 /13 2,3 63 24

3 43 35 37 44
4 40 0 43 26

5 37 8 42 40
6 37 42 38 66

7 37 50 23 44
0 33 50 50 59

9 30 0 32 5
10 33 29 33 44

1133 29 32 49
12 30 18 17 44

13 30 31 25 20

14 23 42 35 32
15 20 14 28 6

16 20 40 15 0
17 20 0 38 30
18 7 75 35 .57
19 6 33 23 33
20 0 100 28 53

Total 582 646 675 707

Mean 29.1 32.3 33.8 35.4
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Appendix B.1. (v)

PARTIAI FEEDBACK CUING + KR (CONTINGENT),

Last two five minuteFirst five minute session sessions.
Subject No. Correct % Error % Correct-% Error %

1 67 0 63 5

2 57 6 15 18

3 57 15 62 14
S53 33 60 32

5 50 12 5? 6

6 50 17 70 13

7 47 A2 6O 44

8 43 46 47 26

9 40 14 38 32

10 33 9 13 0

n 30 10 52 21

12 30 36 35 25

13 30 53 38 48

l4 27 27 47 13

15 27 33 43 21

16 27 47 58 39

17 .3 0 27 43

18 13 33 25 50

19 13 33 33 3S

?- 3 50 22 48

Total 710 516 955 536

Mean 3".5 25.8 47.. 26.8
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Appendix B.2. (i)

C"T-,!G (1oo!)

2 ubiect 1o. Pre-training Post-trainim;- Difference

1 .45001 .33315 - .11626

2 •31994 .27631 - •04363

3 .290/2 .41136 + .12094

A .266900 .2,R569 + .o1669

5 .21401 244t6 + • 03045

6 .0S311 .08399 + .,013088

.1569Z, .34776 + .190•2

.05180 .13177 + .07997

9 .06302 .03000 - .03302

10 -07134 .07319 + .00185

11 .07134 .08702 + .01568

12 .03977 .14896 + .100919

13 .05231 .07032 + .01751

14 .06168 .06621 + .00453

15 . o4552 .32588 + .28036

16 .09791 .09517 - .00274

17 .04764 .15119 .10355

18 .00012 .00405 + .00393

.19 0 .27964 + .27964

20 .00651 .05701 + .05050

Total 2.39289 3.50313

Mlean .11964 .17516
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Appendix B.2-. (ii)

K. R. (lO1N-CONITII'ZTGElT)

Subject ro. Pre-traininr Post-traini_ Difference

1 .25'91 .31120 + -05629

2 .290/,2 •A613• + .17095

".15227 .13786 - .l4.l

A.14896 .09016 - .05830

5 .17560 .31381 + .13821
.20799 .19313 - , 01LS1

7 .03149 .01732 - ,01607

10666 .1931F + .03652

9 .07700 .01091 - .06609

10 .06960 .09777 + 02817

11 .09099 .06357 - .02742

12 .056.9 .10166 + , 0A477

13 .02729 .08963 + .06234

1z: .05201 .06960 + . 01679

15 .01553 .16592 + ,12039

16 .c-J77 .104,15 + .07538

17 .01LZ57 .02559 + ,01202

18 .01921 .20593 + .18672

19 .00022 q00405 + .00383

20 0 .05667 + . 05667

Tota3 I. R5359 2.71503

Mean "9268 .13575

A4.
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Appendix B.2. (iii),

K. R. (Co!'*,TNGE::T)
ub ]ect N:o. Pre-traininy Post-training Difference

1 .30^32 .30F90 + .0005e

2 •.27/,49 .19797 - .07652

3.312,6 .290gA6 .02200

A .1 35-3 .17 374 + .03?31

..i/96 .093A2 - •05554

6 .19259 .12935 - .06324

7 .13203 .19152 + .05949

o .22f`02 .10794 - .11983

9 .1 73"' .11235 - .06139

10 .08963 .0o702 - .00261

11 .09099 .12601 + .03_532

12 . .13307 .296?3 + .16381

]3 .1 3307 .06Mo69 .06,R

14 .13307 .10606 - .02701

15 .11531 .13203 + .01672

16 .07226 .0661iB - .0066P

17 -.03937 .15512 + .1i 575

19 .04192 .10071 + .,05879

19 ..031/9 .18309 -.j.60

20 .01561 .io666 + .09105

Total 2.80223 3.034-0

Mean .14011 .15q75
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Appendix B.2. (iv)

P ARTIA& FEEBAK CUING

SubAect No. Pre-traininy Post-traininl Difference

1 .16991 .08268 - .008723

2 .15742 .276,99 + .11947

3 ,11245 .C?2ý0 - .03985

4 .20799 .13771 - .07028

5 .15694 .09305 - 06387

6 ,07592 .02311 - .05281

.05921 .04232 - .01589

8 .05180 .05?94 + .00614

9 .16970 .14206 - .02764

10 .09517 .06302 - .03215

1i .09517 .05128 - .04389

12 .10415 .02877 - .C .

13 .08031 .07423 - .00•

14 .04552 .0927 6 .+ 04724

15 .07206 .12430 + .05224

V 0403C .07243 + .03213

17 .09791 410794 + .01003

18 ,0006o .05248 + *L,0•83

19 .01515 .05701 + . 04136

20 .o=216 .03798 + 03582

Total 1..80884 1. 69056

Mean .090A4 .08453
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Appendix B.2. (v)

PARTIAL FEEDBACK CUING & KR (CONTINGENT)

Subject No. Ist test session Last two test Difference
sessions

1 •38285 .32127 - .?0615

2 .27631 .31745 + .0A1314

3 .23416 .26590 + .031",

4 ,15293 .18332 + .03039

5 .21206 .27631 + .06425

6 .19443 .32312 + .12869

7 .10390 .13786 . .03396

8•.08328 .14896 + 06568

9 .15548 •10308 - .05240

10 .13896 .22782 + .08886

S13 .12148 .1F893 + .06745

12 .07134 ,10853 + 1,103719

13 .04092 o0669i + .02599

14 .07599 .19259 + .11660

15 .06618 .15033 + .08415

16 .04503 .15189 + .10636

17 .06409 .05106 - .01303

18 03116 ,03691 + .00575

19 .03116 .07700 + .04584

20 .00437 .03389 + .02952

Total 2.48608 3.36313

Mean .124 30 .16816
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